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Virtual technology is not new - however, the 
need for expensive headsets, lo-fi aesthetics 
and unsophisticated user experiences have 

thus far prevented it from going mainstream.  

Now, as brands and retailers alike recognise 
that the heightened influence of digital on the 
path to purchase is here to stay, we are set to 
welcome a bold new frontier of virtual retail. 

Consumers value the human touch in the 
shopping journey, and this couldn’t be more 

true or more important to luxury. Virtual 
experiences provide a unique opportunity to 

bridge the physical/digital divide, inviting 
consumers into the heart of the brand to 

explore, transact and engage. 

For luxury players, the elevated look & feel of 
virtual initiatives is key to preserving brand 

equity and the pioneers in the space will look 
to raise the bar in terms of aesthetics and 

user experience. 

In this report, we explore the 5 ways brands 
and retailers can harness VR to deliver on 

key communications objectives.



1. Experiential 
eCommerce fuels 

discovery & conversion

Virtual technologies are being used to help translate the serendipity 
and tangibility of in-store product discovery to the digital realm.  

There has been a spike of interest in virtual stores in recent weeks, as 
brands looked to mitigate the drop-off in browsing while physical 
stores were shuttered.  

Even as stores reopen, these eBoutiques will continue to appeal, 
offering 24/7, globally-accessible, immersive retail inspiration. 

D I O R ’ S  V I R T U A L  B E A U T Y  B O U T I Q U E   

Dior has taken its iconic Avenue des Champs-Élysées store online, inviting digital shoppers to wander 
around, learn about products and purchase. Just like the real-life store, the shop will be regularly refreshed to 

reflect the looks & products of the season
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2. AR/VR Tools offer 
the ultimate “try before 

you buy”

AR/VR try-on technologies have gained traction, as consumers 
experiment with tools in lieu of being able to experience the “real thing”.  

The best-in-class have streamlined the consumer journey:  

• Integrating AR try-on within social platforms such as Instagram, 
making the experience intuitive & appealing 

• Ensuring try-on tools are fully transactional, supporting a seamless 
path to purchase
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N A R S  V I R T U A L  T R Y - O N   

NARS combines AR make up try-on with 
Instagram Checkout, making it super easy for 

consumers to try a look, just as they would use a 
filter, and then transact. Next-level optimisation 
will accompany these posts with a compelling 

CTA and paid support

R E B E C C A  M I N K O F F  X  S H O P I F Y   

The tool allows shoppers to visualise AR-enabled 
3D products in real time and real size, projecting 
them into their own environment. Shopify found 
that customers who interact with the tool are 65% 

more likely to make a purchase



3. Virtual innovation 
delivers launch events 

with impact
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The shift to online-first product debut is challenging brands to think 
more creatively in order to achieve cut-through in an increasingly 
crowded digital landscape.  

Harnessing the power and potential of virtual technology, tactics range 
from exclusive collaborations with innovative digital artists to 
immersive VR product showcases and invite-only live-streamed events.

V A L E N T I N O ’ S  “ G A R A V A N I  B A C K N E T ”    

The brand held its first virtual gathering to launch 
its new sneakers. Berlin-based creative collective 

Sucuk & Bratwurst created innovative 3D 
animations highlighting the sneakers’ features. 

Aided by virtual assistants, guests were invited to 
customise their own pair of sneakers as a 

keepsake of the event

A S I C S  V I R T U A L  I N N O V A T I O N  L A B   

The sneaker brand launched a virtual innovation 
lab and invited participants (wearing Oculus 

Quest VR headsets) to participate in ‘exercises’ 
that showcased the key features of the new 

sneakers in a unique and engaging way 



4. VR invites consumers 
to experience total 

brand immersion online
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With global travel restricted, brands are finding innovative ways to use 
digital portals to offer consumers unprecedented and previously 
unimaginable access into their worlds.  

Using technology to create greater intimacy and human connection 
with consumers and industry insiders the world over.

P R A D A  V I R T U A L  R E A L I T Y   

Available across popular platforms, including 
YouTube VR, the experience guides viewers on an 
immersive journey through the Prada world with 

stops at flagship stores, the Fondazione Prada, 
backstage access to shows and an exclusive 

opportunity to discover the secrets of the house’s 
craftsmanship & design

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  F A S H I O N  W E E K   

Designers are leveraging virtual technology to 
immerse viewers in the world of their collections, 
seeking to recreate the buzz of sitting front row. 

During SFW standout shows featured models 
walking through fantastical 3D virtual sets. In 

London, Priya Ahluwalia hosted a VR exhibition. 
Now all eyes are on Milan and Paris…



5. Gamification drives 
next-generation 

engagement
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Gaming and esports usage have surged as consumers look for distraction.  

Verizon reports that gaming usage is  up 75% in the U.S. and in China, 
mobile game downloads on Apple’s App Store  increased by 62% in 
February.  

Brands are taking note, rolling out new gamified experiences and 
collaborating with existing gaming platforms to boost brand engagement 
and help drive product discovery. 

D R E S T    

A virtual fashion & beauty gaming app by former 
Porter editor Lucy Yeomans. It invites users to 
dress photo-realistic avatars with daily styling 
challenges, then buy physical versions of those 
garments on Farfetch. Today the company has 

160+ fashion partners and recently announced its 
expansion into beauty

M A C  C O S M E T I C S  X  T H E  S I M S  4   

The first make up brand to launch an in-game 
collaboration with life simulation game The Sims 
4. Director of makeup artistry Romero Jennings 

designed 12 beauty looks that can be downloaded, 
customised and worn by avatars
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5 ways brands and retailers 
can harness VR to deliver on 
key communications objectives

1 

Experiential eCommerce fuels discovery & conversion 

2 

AR/VR Tools offer the ultimate  “try before you buy” 

3 

Virtual innovation delivers launch events with impact 

4 

VR invites consumers to experience total brand immersion online 

5 

Gamification drives next-generation engagement
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Spring are uniquely placed to 
concept and deliver aesthetically-

elevated VR events and experiences -  
from strategy through to creative. 

If you’d like to discuss how Spring can help you,  
please reach out to us at Anna.Gereg@springstudios.com
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